
CPS (Wales)                                                                          T120130801/BS614159/1CF03546                                                                                                     

Cardiff 

1st Oct 2013 

Regina v Maurice Kirk 

Dear Sir, 

Subject to the level of disclosure of relevant evidence, requested and listed below, currently being 

withheld by the South Wales Police despite repeated requests from both my lawyers in England and 

Wales, I will be minded to disclose to the prosecution a tape recording of a time period related to 

the alleged incident(s) of ‘common assault’ destined, hopefully, to a Bristol court.  

This incident or incidents are fabricated stories by two individuals simply for material gain. 

I am able to confirm whether to proceed or not with this offer once you have given written reasons 

as to why the trial should not be moved to Bristol magistrates or Crown Court bearing in mind more 

witnesses will be from Bristol and the barrister, prosecuting the case, has his chambers in Bristol’s 

Queens Square. 

Requested as of right:  

1. Depositions of 2009 machine gun trial 

2. Depositions of Nov 2012 aborted trial arising from an alleged harassment of a Caswell Clinic 

psychiatrist  and his psychiatrist wife at their home on or about July 2012 

3. Home CCTV footage of the time period I am supposed to have harassed them and period up 

to and including the purported arrival of police to ‘move me on’. 

4. Documentation to include S9 MG11 witness statements that led to the repeated aborted 

arrest attempts of me at 175 Cowbridge Road following the same complainant, as in the 

forth coming trial, having accused both me and my daughter of fraud   

5. The names of the 12+police officers that attended my flat and threatened to arrest the 

Bristol based Court Bailiff if he did not leave empty handed. 

6. Assurance that you can bring urgent pressure, via the court if need be, for my currently 

instructed Bristol lawyers to be fully briefed to act and have received the full papers relevant 

to this ongoing police harassment.  Not a small amount will be needed following my last 

seventeen arrests, since the machine gun acquittal, leading to no lasting conviction. 

7. Agree that the current bail restrictions, in that I cannot cross the River Taff or look further 

afield in both England and Wales for legal representation for my civil damages cases against 

the police and prison but also for the current nonsense South Wales Police have concocted 

to further delay BS614159 20 years of litigation and cases against the NHS (Wales). 

8. Answer all my currently ignored letters to your office over the past six months 

9. Persuade the South Wales Police to properly investigate of my property, from 175 and act 

on the complainant’s hazardous fly tipping on my daughter’s land 

Maurice J Kirk BVSc                                                                                                           Copy to civil court 


